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A New Honey Label?

“

U

.S. Grade A means nothing,” said Chris Hiatt. He
spoke as he was driving his
bees on the first of two twelve-hour
legs from California to North Dakota in search of forage. “This is a
good time to do truth in labeling for
honey.” With that, the connection
dropped, which was too much of a
metaphor not to mention that the
honey producers’ plea for change
has been a cry in the wilderness.
It’s been a long time, 46 years, since
the honey grading system was devised. At first glance it looks fine: Both
foreign and domestic honeys subject
to the same standard, three grades
evaluated for moisture content, flavor,
aroma, clarity and absence of defects.
Grade A, for example, is below 18.6
percent moisture and free of defects.
But the program is voluntary and
self-monitored, with no government
enforcement or checking, which may
explain why there is no Grade B or C

The USDA Organic symbol is available
to foreign beekeepers who keep bees
on non-organically certified land, but
not to domestic beekeepers. As a result,
nearly all of the organic honey in the
U.S. is imported.
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honey on the market shelves. Everyone gets an A, like the old Harvard
grading system.
Hiatt’s voice crackled back. “I lost
you there when I went through the
Donner Pass,” he said, “but I’m pulling into Reno and we should have reception.” Honey producers like Hiatt,
who is vice president of the American
Honey Producers Association, care a
lot about accurate labeling because
they’re competing in a market that is
so tilted that they are sliding off the
edge. “The price has been terrible for
years,” he said. That’s in large part
a result of imports that have defied
scrutiny on multiple levels (see "Honey Fraud: Closing in on the cheaters,"
July 2021 ABJ). Hiatt cited a fixable
problem as the U.S. Grade A label,
which often enough misleads consumers to believe that U.S. stands for
American honey. “Canada Number
One means it is 100 percent Canadian
honey. We need USA Number One to
show the difference between 100 percent U.S. honey and foreign honey —
even show a blend of U.S. and foreign
honey. The consumer should know; it
should be more upfront.”
The growing market for organic
honey is another part of the labeling
problem, he says; it is nearly all imported and often not clear from the label. Hiatt questions the oversight. “It
is virtually impossible to get American organic honey,” he said, referring
to the requirement for a U.S. colony to
be on thousands of acres of formally
certified organic land. “There is a little
from Hawaii,” which was grandfathered in. “But the organic that’s coming out of Mexico and Brazil is way
beyond the capacity for them to produce. A lot of miticides and Roundup
has been found in the honey by the
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Obstacles, Obfuscation
and Optimism

[Sweetwater Science] lab. I hope organic is getting more scrutiny because they now have the capability,”
he said, referring to updated Customs
testing technology as a result of $1.5
million that AHPA successfully lobbied Congress for. “Tougher testing
and different algorithms,” he said, on
a hopeful note, before he disappeared
down 80 into the Western desert.
Margaret Lombard, CEO of the National Honey Board (NHB), has been
all over honey labeling. She agreed
with Hiatt that the grading standard is
“very antiquated and carries very little
weight. What does it mean? Everything is pretty much Grade A. It’s not
necessarily a U.S. product, it’s a quality standard, not a country-of-origin
standard. There are country-of-origin
requirements that are sometimes difficult to see or hidden in very small
print on the neck of the jar where it is
almost impossible to read.” Lombard
is calling it like it is, since her mandate
is to support both domestic and imported honeys. The Honey Board is a
marketing promotion group, funded
by the industry — packers, importers
and producers. It has oversight from
the USDA but no financial support, a
seemingly colonial relationship that
nonetheless works to monitor and
quicken the pulse of the honey market.
A big honey-labeling change is on
the proposed nutrition facts panel,
the content analysis on packaged
foods. A new category, “added sugars,” which would include, for example, sugars in processed foods, was
going to list honey. “We worked a lot
on that,” said Lombard. “We got a favorable ruling on the Farm Bill to get
(honey categorized) as 'added sugars'
off our nutrition facts panel at least.”
Honey is now included only in the
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percent daily value for sugars, along
with other naturally occurring sugars
— important to consumer perception,
a factor that figures large in the marketplace.
She points out that the industry
has recently filed antidumping suits
against imports. “That raises questions
about adulteration. Is honey pure? We
are seeing a plethora of vegan honey,
which is not really honey at all, it’s imitation honey, this Meli-bio and other
sugars that are posing as honey.”
At the bottom of the problem is a
deceptively simple question: What is
honey? The UN World Health Organization has a definition in its Codex
Alimentarius that covers international
food standards: “Honey is the natural
sweet substance produced by honey
bees from the nectar of plants or from
secretions of living parts of plants or
excretions of plant sucking insects on
the living parts of plants, which the
bees collect, transform by combining
with specific substances of their own,
deposit, dehydrate, store and leave in
the honey comb to ripen and mature.”
That says it, one would think, but
not for the USDA, which has not yet
come up with an operative definition
for honey. Eric Mussen, UC Davis Extension apiculturist, now emeritus,
was reached on a celebratory trip for
his 52nd wedding anniversary. He’d
been involved with discussion of the
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Margaret Lombard

Margaret Lombard, CEO of the National
Honey Board, has been working on truthin-labeling for honey and has been involved with a successful effort to change
honey out of the category “added sugars” on the nutrition panel that appears
on food.

definition for years and was incredulous: “Haven’t they done that yet?”
When Amina Harris became director
of the Honey and Pollination Center
at Davis in 2012, it had been an ongoing question. The Codex definition works fine for Harris, who said,
“I thought it would be a slam dunk.
Why haven’t we adopted it?”
Lombard said, “We still do not have
a standard of identity. The current administration may be receptive to it, the
past administration was definitely not
interested. We continue to ask them
because it is our only defense against
these people that are using honey in
a name” — like Unhoney (“You can’t
believe it’s not honey!”) or Bee Free
Vegan Honey (Save the bees!). “They
are tacking onto the commodity that
we hold dear and comes from Apis m
and honey producers.”
The patents for these products cite
terms like cell-based honey, plantbased honey and honey without bees.
“Some of the industry trade organizations sent letters in response to the
patent filing to let them know that it is
an infringement on what our product
is,” said Lombard, “but we don’t have
a standard of identity for honey. It’s a
Whack-a-Mole at this point, because
we cannot fight every single one of
these companies. We need to get standards. I’m not worried about the bees
going extinct, it’s the beekeepers.”
A motivation for these pseudohoneys is that veganism, by definition, means avoiding animal exploitation. The inclusion of beekeeping
comes from uninformed beliefs held
by some such as these from a vegan

During Eric Mussen’s career as the UC
Davis extension apiarist, he attempted to
create a standard definition for honey as
well as workable rules for organic honey.
With his retirement he has passed the
baton to those still working for solutions
to the same problems.

The National Honey Board is a marketing
promotion group, funded by the industry — packers, importers and producers
with oversight from the USDA. The Board
works to monitor and quicken the pulse
of the honey market.

site that describes “the slavery of the
industry”: “The queen bee is artificially inseminated and has her wings
removed to prevent her from leaving
the hive and colonizing a different
one. Despite the importance of honey
to bees themselves, beekeepers take it
away and sell it for profit, and replace
the honey in the bee hive with a cheap
synthetic alternative that is nutrient
deficient, such as sugar syrup. In addition to disrupting their lives and stealing their primary sources of nutrition,
mass breeding of honey bees affects
the populations of competing nectar-foraging insects, including other
bees.” Darko Mandich, a producer of
MeliBio says, “If this continues, native
bees will become extinct, and honey
bees will be the only species left.”
Mandich said MeliBio has “developed proprietary technology connecting plant science with synthetic
biology ... its lab-produced product
improves upon the molecular composition of bee-made honey” — including floral variations. So could
that be an oxymoron: bioengineered
vegan honey?
Bioengineering may have, oddly
enough, ripened the time for another evaluation of the honey label.
On January 1, 2022, a new USDA labeling directive will take effect for
bioengineered foods. Harris said,
“As for honey, it is intrinsically nonGMO.” She explained that the only
DNA found in it, that is to say material that could be bioengineered, is
in small amounts of pollen. The European Union, Australia, and other
countries have established thresholds
for labeling laws relating to GMOs.
The amount of pollen in honey, which
ranges from 0.1 percent to 0.4 percent,
averages about 0.2 percent, so the
potential GMO content that could be
present in honey falls well below the
standard legal threshold of 0.9 percent
in countries that require GMO labeling. Thus, those countries do not re-
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quire honey to be identified or labeled
as “non-GMO.” “Both the consumers
and the governments of those countries recognize honey as being an intrinsically non-GMO food,” she said.
That would make it a moot point for
American honey producers who, if
truth in labeling were the operative
standard here, would get a free pass
for labeling. Except.
Except that the label can be confusing. The USDA takes issue with the
“O” in GMO that refers to the word
“organism,” explaining that “most
foods do not contain entire organisms,
although foods such as yogurt that
contain microorganisms are exceptions.” The public does not necessarily
understand what foods have genes to
be modified, and can equate the label
“non-GMO” with simply healthy or
good. That is why the non-GMO label
has been purchased for such products
as salt, which is a mineral; kitty litter,
a clay; and water, which is, well, water — never mind that it doesn’t apply. The CEO of the Evolution Salt Co.
said advertising the absence of GMOs
on his product was good business.
The label provides a marketing edge
for a perceived value that in fact does
not exist. Is it worth it for beekeepers
anyway? Some have resorted to paying for the non-GMO symbol, never
mind that it adds meaningless to the
already meaningless U.S. Grade A.
While we are on the subject, a short
foray into genetically modified technology. On one hand is the view of
Kent Bradford, who had a 40-year
career as a seed biologist at UC Davis. He said, “When I was in graduate
school, I thought GMOs would be the
greatest thing in the world for organic agriculture, but organics banned
GMOs, and I left it. We are locking
ourselves out of tools that stop dis-
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The Non-GMO Project will certify American honey, for a fee, for permission to
use its logo on a label. The EU and other
countries recognize honey as intrinsically non-GMO. New labeling requirements,
effective January 1, 2022 for bioengineered foods, suggest wording available
to beekeepers who want to include the
issue on a label.

Researchers have found that
glyphosate can impede the growth
of bee larvae, diminish bees’ navigational skills or alter foraging behavior. A University of London study
traces problems with bees to inert
ingredients added to the herbicide,
such as wetting agents called surfactants, which can suffocate the bees by
blocking their tracheal systems. But
inert ingredients are considered proprietary, and are not disclosed.
Nancy Moran, an evolutionary biologist at the University of Texas at
Austin and the preeminent expert on
the honey bee gut biome, wrote in a
2018 paper, “Bees rely on a specialized
gut microbiota that benefits growth
and provides defense against patho-

Kent Bradford

Kathy Keatley Garvey

Amina Harris is one of the proponents for
clear honey labeling and a more workable domestic organic program. She is
the founding director of the U.C. Davis
Honey and Pollination Center

eases, reduce pesticide use.” Speaking of the first GM techniques in the
early 90s, he said, “They were new,
and there were dedicated belief-based
campaigns against them. The original
case against GMOs was filed as a freedom of religion case citing a violation
of nature. There were groups at the
time that felt it was not appropriate to
mess with genetics.”
Bradford has a sense of urgency:
“The heat waves of this last week
should alert people that things are
happening. The climate is changing at
an extremely rapid pace now, and it’s
going to go up faster and faster exponentially. We don’t have the luxury of
time now to adapt our crops to these
new conditions with ten-year breeding cycles, and we could do it in one
or two years.” He contrasted widelyaccepted life-saving medical advancements using biotechnology with aversity to the use in plant science. “We
can solve the problems, but it’s been
a marketing issue that has prevented
this. Using these tools would help the
whole vegetable industry a lot, and
they would help beekeepers a lot too.
Being anti-GMO means that we’re
going to keep using pesticides. If we
could use the GMO technologies, we
could create crop plants that are resistant to diseases and insects and everyone would be happy.”
We do already have over 190 million hectares of GM crops grown
globally, and, speaking for some beekeepers, not everyone is happy. Since
the development of GM corn in 1996,
we now have GM alfalfa and canola,
which are major nectar sources, as
well as soybeans, sugar beets, cotton
and a couple of trademarked fruits, including an apple that does not brown.
IPM farming methods — using chemicals on an as-needed basis — have
been replaced with proprietary engineered seeds, which precludes traditional seed saving. Some GM seeds
are linked by design to prophylactic
spraying with glyphosate, which proponents say has replaced more toxic
chemicals. Glyphosate was expected
to be innocuous to animals, including bees, because it targets an enzyme
found only in plants and microorganisms. William Quarles, a Ph.D. chemist at the Bio-Integral Resource Center,
points to research showing that GM
crops did reduce the need for pesticides in the first years, but the emergence of resistant weeds has caused
large increases in glyphosate use. Adversaries call it another round on the
chemical treadmill.

Kent Bradford had a career as a seed biologist. He said of bioengineering, “Using
these tools would help the whole vegetable industry a lot, and they would help
beekeepers a lot too.”
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A winner in the Good Food Awards honey competition, Beverly Bees from Massachusetts, demonstrates the possibility of producing organic-standard honey without the
onerous requirement for an apiary to be on certified organic land.

gens. Most bee gut bacteria contain
the enzyme targeted by glyphosate.”
Her team found that “almost all of the
dominant gut bacterial species in bees
declined when the bees were exposed
to concentrations of glyphosate commonly found in the environment….
Exposing bees to glyphosate alters
the bee gut community and increases
susceptibility to infection by opportunistic pathogens.” Scott McArt, in the
January 2019 ABJ [“The ‘controversy’
surrounding pesticide risk to bees”],
calls this and related studies a “conversation starter,” since he does not find
them conclusive. And to emphasize the
complexity of the GMO debate, Moran
has bioengineered a bee gut bacterium
to defend against varroa and a virus
(see Bee Culture May 2020).
As for the non-GMO label, Bradford said, “I can see where the label
would have been useful because there
was no other labeling. We don’t need
that little butterfly anymore. The government has come along with mandatory labeling.” He added that the labeling of non-GMO on commodities
that have no genetics, such as water,
“mislead you because it’s not there,
and in my reading of the law it’s illegal, because in the labeling laws of
the FDA it says that you cannot label
something in a misleading way.”
Still, Harris said, “People link the
concept of non-GMO to quality products. They think it has not been genetically modified in any way, that it is
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going to be better for you, it’s psychological. If beekeepers can sell labeled
non-GMO honey, then it would eliminate an onus that people are looking
at. They can sell their honey on a more
level playing field.” The new USDA
guidelines give the option for labels to
have several suggested wordings such
as “not a bioengineered product.”
In any case, the Non-GMO Project,
in answer to an ABJ inquiry, would
be glad to label honey. The beekeeper
would, they wrote, “start the process
by enrolling their honey in our Product Verification Program. They would
then select a Technical Administrator,
one of our third-party partners who
conducts the actual evaluation of the
honey.” The process requires review
of a four-mile radius of the hives “sufficiently” free of GMO commodity
crops as well as supplemental feed.
They said “Product Verification Program costs vary depending on the
Technical Administrator’s fee” which,
they said, is difficult to estimate beyond the $70 logo. An unaffiliated site
reported that the certification starts at
$500, but the Project did not verify.
Eight counties in California and
Oregon have designated themselves
as “GMO-free Zones,” so would automatic certification for honey be allowed in those counties, or for that
matter, any other places that have no
corn, soy, cotton or the few other GM
crops? No, not from the Non-GMO
Project. One needs to go through the

Project Verification Program for their
certification. They wrote, “It helps if
the honey is USDA Certified Organic
and follows the recommended Organic Apiculture Standard.”
“Impossible.” The same adjective
was volunteered like an echo to describe organic honey certification in
the U.S. by Mussen, Hiatt, Harris and
Lombard. It’s impossible. Beekeepers
can market pure honey as intrinsically
kosher, halal or gluten-free, but organic is another story. Mussen was on the
first committee charged with creating
an organic standard for U.S. honey. To
his dismay, bees were equated with
livestock, which could not range outside certified organic land — for bees,
far too large an area to verify. “It was
a lesson in futility,” he said. “I gave
up in frustration and bailed out of it.
People just want pure, natural honey.
In my opinion, that should be called
organic honey.”
The Non-GMO Project is right that it
would help for domestic honey to be
labeled USDA Certified Organic. Harris said, “If you’re making a local product and you have organic fruit and
organic milk and everything organic
from your area, and you want to add
honey, you cannot have local organic
honey; it has to come from abroad.
Bakeries are forced to buy honey that
comes from offshore. For me that is
the bottom-line issue. I should be able
to sell to my local bakery and they
should be able to go ahead with their
local organic product.”
Multiple other countries allow for
organic honey to be produced in open
land that is not necessarily certified
organic. An organic honey labeled
“365 Whole Foods Market” has the
USDA Organic Seal as well as U.S.
Grade A on it. The back label says that
it is a product of Mexico, Uruguay
and Brazil.
New Zealand is an example of a
country with strict organic standards
that nonetheless beekeepers can work
with. Maureen Conquer, who organized the New Zealand honeys for
Montreal Apimondia, said that manuka is a special case for labeling. “It
must comply with stringent regulation standard testing for five chemical
markers including DNA in an effort
to combat fraud” — not altogether
successful, since some is exported in
bulk, which she said “presents opportunities for disreputable blending.” But more to the point here, she
said that New Zealand hives producing organic honey are required to be
sited no closer than three kilometers
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from intensive agriculture and maintained with approved supplements
and treatments. Conquer recalled a requirement for bee suits to be washed
with a biodegradable soap. The honey
is tested for chemical residue before
the organic label is awarded from
one of two certification agencies. Fair
enough.
But many other foreign organic
sources are less or simply not monitored. Harris said, “Honey coming
from offshore is preferred by people
looking for organic non-GMO products, not questioning the certification or its origin.” The label for those
imports reads USDA Organic, which
appears to be a U.S. product. “It’s
frustrating and obfuscating,” she
said. “It’s obfuscating because we are
watching that certification process
happening somewhere else.”
Several American projects aim to
ameliorate that problem. Frank Golbek, a Southern California mead
maker, wanted organic honey for his
mead. He discovered Bee Seasonal, a
supplier from Brazil, exporting honey
from beekeepers in remote areas that
follow what they call “organic production guidelines.” Golbek found
the source reputable but distant. He
saw that the salient difference from
U.S. organic guidelines was the USDA
requirement for vast acres of certified
organic forage. He wanted a domestic
source for honey that complies with
the spirit, if not the daunting letter
of the law. He is now part of a group
called Terra Genesis that is developing a U.S. protocol for Certified Regenerative Honey. They are looking to
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Maureen Conquer

Maureen Conquer, who organized the
New Zealand honeys for Montreal Apimondia, outlined the requirements for
organic honey there. They are similar to
the USDA guidelines but the clean forage
for apiaries does not need to be situated
in solely certified land.

minimum payment for beekeepers,
“since many are hobbyists. Their participation is valuable for the sake of
promoting natural beekeeping.”
So what about a new label? Honey
labeling is up for change and some
is elective. On Lombard’s agenda for
this year is a packaging study to understand what is driving purchase behavior, what is most appealing to con-

Mike Goredeev

Certified Naturally Grown is an organization that offers organic-equivalent
certification for beekeepers, as it has for
farmers since 2002. What makes it an attractive possibility is that it does not have
the USDA requirement for bees to be on
thousands of acres of certified organic
land, but in a specified chemical-free area.

label honeys that represent what they
call regenerative values in the landscapes and apiaries that they come
from. They hope to offer certification
for beekeepers in 2023.
The Good Food Awards is not a
certifying agency but it recognizes
and rewards honeys produced with
organic-like requirements. It’s mentioned here because colonies are required to be no closer than five miles
from traditional agriculture, but that
land does not need to be certified organic. For example, Mary Woltz of
Bees’ Needs has been able to meet the
requirements in Eastern Long Island,
as have applicants from across the
country. Most are small-scale producers, but GFA cites growing participation by larger producers.
A well-established program that is
an alternative to organic certification
for beekeepers is Certified Naturally
Grown (CNG). It requires “a full commitment to robust organic practices,”
but the difference for honey production is that an apiary is allowed to
be situated three miles from a conventional farm as well as in an urban
area. Requirements for apiaries are
detailed in a thoughtfully-considered
Handbook for Natural Beekeeping.
Practices are categorized as required,
recommended, permitted and prohibited, with, for example, soft treatments permitted.
Certification is peer-reviewed, with
a $200 fee for a farm, but there is no

Tara Lynne Groth of Five Acres Honey Farm in Pittsboro, North Carolina is a Certified
Naturally Grown beekeeper. The certification approximates organic certification in
the EU and other countries but would fall short of the U.S. requirement for the bees to
be on thousands of acres of certified organic land. Experts call that an impossibility,
so the CNG logo on a honey jar can be a way to alert customers to the beekeeper’s
management practices.
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sumers. “People look for things like
organic, raw, minimally processed,”
she said, citing an NHB survey. “People have been purchasing and eating more honey than ever before. It’s
the number one preferred sweetener,
beating out white sugar for the first
time in five years. People want to buy
from someone they trust to be assured
that they get what’s on the label.”
Truth in labeling is a commodity
here. We can be glad a honey customer is feeling better from allergies,
but we don’t advertise honey as a
cure against what the science shows.
We have the option to either follow
the new USDA guidelines to note on
our labels that our honey is inherently non-GMO or “not a bioengineered
product,” or leave it off altogether. We
can compete with offshore organic
honey with an alternative certification
such as the Certified Naturally Grown
designation — easily the equivalent
to the EU standard. But what if the
USDA brought domestic organic certification in line with the requirements
by the EU — or at the very least the
countries allowed to export USDA
organic honey to us? What if USDA
Grade A were changed to reflect a domestic product? And what is honey
anyway until the USDA states a standard of identity?
Kudos to those who have gotten the
nutrition label changed and are intent
on turning the rest of the what-ifs into
realities.
M.E.A. McNeil is a journalist, Master Beekeeper
and Northern California
organic farmer. She can
be reached at: mea@
meamcneil.com.
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